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The Embassy of Italy in Kampala in collaboration with the Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities, the Uganda
Tourism Board and the Uganda Communications Commission are proud to present the comic strip style graphic
tourist guide “The City of Seven Hills”.
The comic travel guides are adventure based on two legendary Capital cities, Rome and Kampala, with a spotlight
on their never-before-explored commonalities. The characters, a She-Wolf (an ancient symbol of the city of Rome)
and two Crested Cranes (the Ugandan national birds), go in search of their lost inspiration visiting and discovering the
different sights and customs. What they find will win their hearts and minds changing the way they view both cities
and the underrated contributions made by their similarities to their way of life.
The initiative, launched by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of Italy, was developed to
foster youth outreach, turning reluctant readers into ravenous adventurers while positively impacting the way they
view their own environments.
The comic stripe style of writing represents a universal language, particularly appealing to youth and travelers, who
want to learn about culture in a fun and direct way. Through these guides, tourists will find tips and suggestions for
an unforgettable tour of Rome and Kampala, the two Cities of Seven Hills.
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THE WRITER & ILLUSTRATOR
Mukiza lives and works in Kampala. He has a formal training in fine art but
prefers not to be defined by his education as he is a multi-disciplinary artist.
He has been labelled as a cartoonist, caricaturist, portraitist, illustrator,
painter, sculptor, singer, poet, storyteller, actor and arts education facilitator.
Mukiza’s work is part of private collections in Uganda, Kenya, Nigeria, South
Africa, Canada, Spain, the US, India and the UK.
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Lucky & Lupe
Ugandan crested cranes
who decide to look
for creativity in Italy for
their new album

What’s holding you
back, bro? The new
record is due.

Maybe it’s time for
a new scene, Lupe?

I don’t know Lucky, I
just don’t feel it.

I think we should move
more, find inspiration.

And look
for what?
The winds
will tell us.

When do we
set off?

No time like
the present!

When will we know
when to stop?

I will know when
I see it! Looking for
something I can
relate to …

There, the boot!
It looks rich and
welcoming …

Lupe, where did you
bring me? Looks like
we are going to be
dinner!

COLOSSEUM
You’ve never heard
of Gladiators?

We are! And when
in Rome …
You telling me we
are in Rome?

Do as the
Romans do!

Do you
know …?

That Rome wasn’t
built in a day?

Also, Very
important, WE
NEED HELMETS!
Bodas in Kampala,
and Bodas in Rome
– we are home!

Cute! Rome was originally
founded on hills and the
gladiators we saw at the
Colosseum are near one of
the original seven hills.

TREVI FOUNTAIN

Listen to that,
Lucky. Music is all
around us. Isn’t she
a beauty?

This is the Trevi
Fountain near the
Quirinal hill.

Ah, “La Dolce Vita”
What a film … what
a time!

NATIONAL ROMAN MUSEUM

We are now in the
National Roman
Museum near the
Viminal hill.

Rome is not just
about statues, but it’s
monuments too …

VICTOR EMMANUEL II MONUMENT

Here, we are at the
monument dedicated to
the first king of unified
Italy, near the
Capitoline hill.

It says the unknown
solider is buried
here too.

A tribute to the
worriers
of freedom!

CIRCUS MAXIMUS

Fine, there is a pizza place
near the next hill – at the
Circus Maximus.

So … we have 2 hills to
go … The Cealian hill
where Marcus Aurelius
was born, near the baths
of Caracalla.
And the Aventine hill
from which, through
a keyhole, you can
see St. Peter’s.

BATHS OF CARACALLA

CHOMP
CHOMP!
CHOMP!
Pizzi’s Pizza is
the real deal!

Should I
order another?

AVENTINE HILL

The same queen for whom
one of the peaks of the
Rwenzori mountains was
named?

The same
one!

Ragazzi, did you enjoy
our special Margherita
pizza? It was invented for
our queen Margherita.

WOW!
Thanks Man!

And of course you
can’t leave Rome
without these. You are
now part of the fan
club!
And now, you must
visit the wonderful
Spanish Steps!

So … the wonderful
Spanish Steps then
shopping …

CLICK...CLICK

OOOoooohhhhhh …
Ferrari!
SNAP..

SPANISH STEPS

Ahhhh! The wonderful
Spanish Steps and the
beautiful fountain …

Lupe, you do realize this
city was originally built
on seven hills … just like
Kampala?

Yeah, Lucky … These are
the cities of seven hills
… and I feel something
coming on … Ooohh!

THE END

THE ORIGINAL SITES
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Share your Roman travel experiences with us @ItalyInUganda
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